Floor Guard Installation

The DC600 Floor Guard QRG provides printed a full size mounting template (in the box) to provide for accurate positioning of the DC600 Floor Guard.

Note:
If the DC600 is already mounted, cut out the outline of the DC600 from the mounting template and fit the template around the DC600 to position the Floor Guard mounting holes.

To install the optional floor guard:

1. Refer to the DC600 Integrator Guide (P/N 72E-71772-0X) for information on DC600 configuration and location options. The document is available at:

   http://www.symbol.com/manuals

Note:
If the DC600 is already mounted, cut out the outline of the DC600 from the mounting template and fit the template around the DC600 to position the Floor Guard mounting holes.

3. Position the DC600 Mounting Template under the DC600 and line up the DC600 mounting holes with the mounting holes on the mounting template. The mounting template shows the position of the Floor Guard two right hand mounting holes.

4. Use the mounting template to locate the DC600 Floor Guard directly over the mounting template locating holes.

5. Use the Floor Guard to mark the mounting hole locations on the floor.

6. Remove the DC600 Floor Guard and prepare the floor for mounting as applicable for the floor material.

7. Replace the DC600 Floor Guard and attach with fasteners appropriate for the floor material.
Using the Mounting Template

1. Refer to the DC600 Integrator Guide (P/N 72E-71772-0X) for information on DC600 configuration and location options. The document is available at: http://www.symbol.com/manuals

Note: If the DC600 is already mounted, cut out the outline of the DC600 from the mounting template and fit the template around the DC600 to position the Floor Guard mounting holes.

2. Position the DC600 Mounting Template under the DC600 and line up the DC600 mounting holes with the mounting holes on the mounting template. The mounting template shows the position of the Floor Guard two right hand mounting holes.

3. Use the mounting template to locate the DC600 Floor Guard directly over the mounting template locating holes.

4. Use the Floor Guard to mark the mounting hole locations on the floor

5. Remove the DC600 Floor Guard and prepare the floor for mounting as applicable for the floor material.

6. Replace the DC600 Floor Guard and attach with fasteners appropriate for the floor material.